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Full explicitly correlated F12 coupled cluster theory with single and double excitations and with
Slater-type geminal as a correlation factor is introduced and implemented within the standard
approximation. The variant “C” that does not require integrals over the commutator between the
kinetic operator and the correlation factor has been used. All the necessary integrals are analytically
calculated. With variant C also, first results are reported for the correlation factor being the
interelectronic distance coordinate, i.e., for original R12 method. Calculations have been performed
for a set of eight molecules including CH2�1A1�, CH4, NH3, H2O, HF, CO, N2, and F2, as well as
for the constituting atoms. Atomization energies are reported too. © 2008 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2907741�

I. INTRODUCTION

It is well-known that the traditional configuration inter-
action type expansions converge very slowly to the basis set
limits that are often assessed by extrapolation schemes.1 The
most popular extrapolation schemes are based on the conver-
gence of principal expansion in the hierarchy of the correla-
tion consistent basis sets1–3 or on the convergence of the pair
natural orbital expansions.4 This convergence goes as
��L+1�−3, with L being the highest angular momentum
function in the one-particle basis set.5 It is also well-known
that acceleration of the convergence by several orders of
magnitude can be accomplished by the use of explicitly cor-
related wave function based ab initio methods.6–8 Although
still not in standard use among quantum chemists, such ap-
proaches become more and more accepted tools for achiev-
ing highly accurate result, since the total cost of equally ac-
curate extrapolated quantities is comparable or even higher.
A family of R12/F12 methods based on the original ansatz
suggested by Kutzelnigg9 more than 20 years ago certainly
belongs to such competitive approaches. Essentially, the tra-
ditional configuration state function space is extended by
functions created by the action of a correlation factor �opera-

tor� F̂=�p�qF�rpq� on a reference function ���,

��� = F̂��� + ��CI type� . �1�

F̂ should ensure the correct description of the correlation
cusp close to the coalescence of two electrons.10 Since there
is a substantial overlap between the two parts of the wave
functions, the part describable through the conventional con-
figuration interaction �CI� expansion has to be outprojected

from F̂���. Moreover, F̂ can be associated with certain
variational parameters.

In the original R12 ansatz, F̂ is the operator of interelec-
tronic coordinates r̂=�p�qrpq. This operator, however, has an
inconvenient asymptotic behavior at large separations. Even
though variational parameters and, essentially, a finite impact
range of the basis functions can treat this problem to a great
degree,11 the linear r12 is not the best choice for the correla-
tion factor. Although the exact solution of the Schrödinger
equation of a n-electron system interacting via Coulomb
forces at rpq→0 behaves as10

��r1
� , . . . rp

� , . . . rq
� . . . rn

� �

= �1 + 1
2rpq���r1

� , . . . rp
� , . . . rp

� . . . rn
� � + O�rpq

2 � , �2�

explicit inclusion of the linear r12 only treats the leading
term. Of course, we have to recall that the “conventional”
part of the wave function expansion via the CI-type expan-
sion also contributes to the proper description of the Cou-
lomb hole related to what we call the dynamical electron
correlation. Within the R12 ansatz, the rpq

2 and higher power
terms are only described in a one-particle basis. This implies
that for a correct description, still relatively high angular
momenta must be included. From this point of view, various
alternative correlation factors that would preserve the correct
description of the cusp but could eventually perform better
than R12 in a wider region can be considered.12–14 Indeed, in
the analysis by May et al.,15 it was concluded that the main
source of the error in R12/F12 theory is the choice of the
correlation factor, and a thorough study by Tew and
Klopper14 confirms that the Slater-type geminal �STG� sug-
gested by Ten-no13 is an ideal candidate for the correlation
factor. The same authors have shown the superior perfor-
mance of STG in weak intermolecular interactions.16 Very
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recently, Tew et al. reported the implementation of the STG
into an approximate explicitly correlated coupled cluster
�CC� variant CCSD�T��F12� and demonstrated its very good
performance for a series of reaction enthalpies including
23 molecules.17

Many of the STG implementations are based on the ex-
pansions of STG in terms of a linear combination of con-
tracted Gaussian-type geminals for the ease of the integral
evaluation. Nevertheless, such correlation factors do not ex-
actly describe the correlation cusp. Ten-no has efficiently
implemented the analytic integrals over STG,13,18 and the
analytic STG has been successfully applied within the sec-
ond order MP theory at different approximated levels with
very promising results.8,18,19

In this work, we introduce the STG correlation factor
into the framework of the explicitly correlated CC theory
that was originally based on the R12 ansatz �CC-R12�.11,20

The quoted formulation of CC-R12 was explicitly related to
constrains known as “the standard approximation” �SA�.21

To apply the theory for chemically interesting problems, one
needs to go beyond this approximation, which is our ultimate
aim. Such formulation of the CCSD�T�-F12 theory is out-
lined in Sec. II. In this initial implementation of CCSD�T�-
F12 with STG factor, we still used the SA closely following
the C variant of the matrix elements evaluation.22 Numerical
results including energies for a set of eight small molecules
and their atomization energies are presented in Sec. III. Con-
clusions are depicted in Sec. IV.

II. THEORY

After the pilot calculations,23 the essence of the CC-R12
theory together with working equations including singles,
doubles, and approximate treatment of triples �CCSD�T�-
R12� using the standard approximation has been described in
several subsequent articles.11,20,24

In the following, indices i , j , . . . denote occupied spin
orbitals, a ,b , . . . denote the virtual ones, and greek letters
� ,� , . . . will refer to �virtual� spin orbitals within the or-
thogonal complement to the computational set of spin orbit-
als. Of course, this complement can only be used as an aux-
iliary notation in some intermediate steps, since the pertinent
spin orbitals belong to an unrealistic complete basis set. Re-
ferring to any spin orbital from the complete set is denoted
by � ,� , . . .. We shall use tensor notation for the matrix ele-
ments and the Einstein summation convention as in the
aforementioned works. Second quantized hole-particle for-
malism will be employed throughout by using normal or-
dered operators expressed in terms of matrix elements and
normal ordered n-body replacement operators,

ã �1�2. . .�n

�1�2. . .�n = �a�1

† a�2

†
¯ a�n

† a�n
¯ a�2

a�1
	 . �3�

In this formalism, the normal ordered form of F̂ reads

F̂N = 1
4 F̄��

	
ã	

�� + F̄�i

	iã	
� , �4�

and we shall use

ĤN = Ĥ1 + Ĥ2 = f�
	ã	

� + 1
4 g̃��

	
ã	

�� �5�

for the normal ordered Hamiltonian.
The CC-R12 ansatz follows the traditional CC method

with the exponential type of the wave operator �̂ that trans-
forms the independent particle model for a many electron
�reference� wave function ��� into an �more� exact wave
function ���,

��� = �̂��� = eŜ��� . �6�

Unlike in traditional CC, Ŝ is not only represented by a glo-
bal excitation operator

T̂ = ta
i ã i

a + 1
4 tab

ij ã ij
ab + 1

36 tabc
ijk ã ijk

abc
¯ �7�

or its truncated form in an approximated variant but, in ad-

dition, Ŝ contains an operator R̂ related to the correlation
factor of Eq. �1�, i.e.,

Ŝ = T̂ + R̂ . �8�

By using a final computational basis, R̂ comprises one- and
two-particle interactions.11 Thus, with an arbitrary correla-

tion factor �F̂�, the operator R̂ is defined as

R̂ = R̂1 + R̂2 = ck
i R̃i

k + 1
4ckl

ijR̃ij
kl, �9�

R̃i
k = F̄�j

kj ã i
�, �10�

R̃ij
kl = 1

2 F̄��
kl ã ij

�� + F̄�b
kl ã ij

�b. �11�

From here, we shall use F�
k 
 F̄�j

kj . This choice of R̂ guaran-

tees that all operators within Ŝ do commute. Further, if we
consider operators

Ĉ1 = ck
i ã i

k, �12�

Ĉ2 = 1
4ckl

ij ã ij
kl, �13�

F̂1 = F̄�
k ã k

�, �14�

F̂2 = 1
4 F̄��

kl ã kl
�� + 1

2 F̄�b
kl ã kl

�b, �15�

R̂1 and R̂2 can be understood as connected and doubly con-

nected products of Ĉ1 with F̂1 and Ĉ2 with F̂2, respectively.

F̂1 and F̂2 originate from normal ordered form of F̂ after
eliminating terms that give zero contribution when acting on
��� together with parts describable within the computational

basis set �cf. Ref. 25�. Ĉ1 and Ĉ2 ensure the orbital invariance
and relate the variational parameters �c� to configuration

functions created by the action of F̂1 and F̂2 on ���.11,20

R̂1 can be important if the primary computational basis
sets are far from the Hartree–Fock limit.25 Even more satu-
rated basis sets up to 3Locc are required to satisfy the appli-
cability requirement within the standard approximation.21

Locc is the highest angular momentum function involved in
the occupied orbitals. We have to recall that the argumenta-
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tion behind the SA holds exactly for atoms, for which fulfill-
ing the aforementioned conditions leads to an exact method.
With basis set saturated up to Locc, the generalized Brillouin
condition �GBC� holds, that is, the Fock matrix elements

f i
�=0. Since F̂ should be a totally symmetric operator, R̂1

also disappears under the latter condition. A stronger ex-
tended BC �EBC� adopted in SA assumes even fa

�=0. Such
condition is only fulfilled if the basis set is saturated for each
angular momentum involved in this basis set. In CC-R12, SA
further implies that matrix elements whose truncation errors
go as �L+1�−7 are disregarded. Three and four electron inte-
grals are factorized via insertions of the resolution of identity
�RI�, while in SA, RI is expressed in terms of the computa-
tional one-particle basis set. Alternatively, RI can be ex-
pressed in an auxiliary set �ABS�, enabling such calculations
with smaller main computational sets and even abandoning
the SA. Such approach has been used in the latest develop-
ments within MP2-F12 �R12� theory,26–31 the simplified vari-
ant of CCSD-R12 denoted as CCSD�R12�,32 and even more
simplified CC2-R12 model for excitation energies.33 Never-
theless, all these approaches still at least implicitly assumed
the GBC via the wave function ansatz. We have addressed
this problem, especially in the context of MP2-R12 theory.25

In this pilot work that uses a genuine Slater-type geminal
correlation factor,

F�r12� = exp�− �r12� �16�

within the CC framework, we employ the SA. R̂1 has not
been considered in the final implementation. However, a
more general theory outlined below has to consider this con-
tribution. Parameter � can be externally adjusted and kept
fixed, or taken as a variational parameter within the theory.
Such an approach would, however, require some additional
types of integrals and has not been done in the course of this
work.

The CCSD�T�-F12 theory within the SA is fully compat-
ible with CCSD�T�-R12 published earlier,11,20 while the
implementation closely follows the �semi�direct atomic or-
bital integral driven and matrix operations based algorithm,34

which has been effectively parallelized within the DIRCCR12-

OS program.35 The latter also includes treatment of open shell
systems24 and a novel algorithm for perturbative contribu-
tions due to triples36 within the CCSD�T�.37–39 The input
matrices involving the correlation factor are, of course,
changed. Modifications are more complex than only, replac-
ing the integrals over r12 by integrals over the factor of Eq.
�16� in the final formulas for the matrix elements, and we
shall address these changes in the context of simplified reca-
pitulation. First, however, we shall show the working equa-

tions by using ansatz of Eq. �8� with full inclusion of R̂
defined by Eq. �9� and then restrict our consideration to ap-
proximated variants.

With the wave function ansatz defined by Eqs. �6� and

�8� and after multiplying from the left by exp�−Ŝ�, one can
rewrite the Schrödinger equation as:

exp�− T̂�H̄R exp�T̂���� = E��� , �17�

where E is directly the correlation energy. H̄R is a similarity
transformed effective �F�r12� dependent� Hamiltonian,

H̄R = exp�− R̂�ĤN exp�R̂� . �18�

Unlike the transcorrelated Hamiltonian of Boys and Handy,40

H̄R formally contains up to six particle terms. However, nei-
ther six- nor five-particle terms can contribute even in the
full CC-F12 with the ansatz of Eq. �8�. Four-particle terms
contribute in CC variants including double, triple, or qua-

druple excitations in T̂, and three-particle terms formally
contribute also in CCSD�T�-F12.

Analogically, we shall use H̄T for

H̄T = exp�− T̂�ĤN exp�T̂� , �19�

which is an effective Hamiltonian formally corresponding to
the conventional CC theory. The energy and the system of
nonlinear equations to determine t and c amplitudes are ob-
tained in a standard way by projecting Eq. �17� onto the
reference and the pertinent configuration spaces created by

the action of Ŝ on ���, respectively.

A. F12-transformed effective Hamiltonian

Since the involved second quantized operators can be
formally expressed in terms of matrix elements over the
complete basis, explicit formulas of these equations can be
effectively derived by using diagrammatic techniques.20,41,42

From R, only the interactions of F contain formal summa-
tions over the complete basis. F is a variation parameter free
operator and so is the Hamiltonian. Hence, it is convenient to
pre-evaluate the aforementioned interactions and then only

work in terms of the computational orbital basis. In H̄R, one
can identify the following one-, two-, three- and four-particle
intermediates of such type,

V p
i = fp

�F�
i , �20�

V pq
ij = 1

2 ḡpq
��F̄��

ij + ḡpq
�bF̄�b

ij , �21�

Upq
ir = ḡpq

�rF�
i , �22�

Gpq
ij = ḡpq

��F�
i F�

j , �23�

V apq
ijr = ḡpq

�rF̄a�
ij , �24�

Y ap
ij = fp

�F̄a�
ij , �25�

Y apq
ijk = ḡpq

��F̄a�
ij F�

k , �26�

V apqb
ijkl = 1

2 ḡpq
��F̄a�

ij F̄�b
kl . �27�

Exact evaluation of these quantities would require calcula-
tion of many electron integrals over different operators in the
atomic orbital basis, which is certainly a nontrivial task. Ob-
viously, partial wave expansion of Eqs. �20� and �22�–�27�
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breaks off after a finite number of terms so that these can be
evaluated by using auxiliary basis sets for � and �, more
precisely an auxiliary set that is orthogonalized to the com-
putational spin-orbital basis—denoted by Valeev as CABS
�complementary ABS�.28 When explicitly used in the formu-
las, we shall use double primed indices to denote the CABS
�p� ,q� , . . . �, whereas p� ,q� , . . . are reserved for the union of
the spin-orbital basis and CABS �p�
 p� p��. Using the
identity

�
�

= �
�

− �
p

, �28�

one can relatively easily evaluate Eq. �21� �and similar
products22,26�, giving rise to CABS and SA expressions, re-
spectively,

V pq
kl =

cabs

�F12/r12�pq
kl − ḡ pq

mq�F̄mqv
kl − 1

2 ḡpq
rs F̄rs

kl , �29�

V pq
kl =

s.a.

�F12/r12�pq
kl − 1

2 ḡpq
rs F̄rs

kl . �30�

By having matrix elements of Eqs. �20�–�27�, H̄R pro-
jected onto the space of computational spin-orbital basis can
be expressed in the standard way. For our purpose, it was

convenient to shift H̄R as

H̄R� = H̄R − ĤN. �31�

Explicit forms of its matrix elements up to the three-body
terms are given in Table I. To facilitate the formulas in this
table and in the following, we introduce

̄ rs
pq =  r

p s
q −  r

q s
p, �32�

 stu
pqr =  s

p t
q u

r +  s
q t

r u
p +  s

r t
p u

q, �33�

̄ stu
pqr = ̄ st

pq u
r + ̄ st

qr u
p + ̄ st

rp u
q, �34�

kp
i =  p

i +  p
ata

i , �35�

la
p =  a

p −  i
pta

i . �36�

Within the SA, only two terms survive from Table I, namely,

the first term of �H̄R� �pq
ij and the first term of �H̄R� �p

i .
In fact, R1 recovers the deficiency of the Hartree–Fock

solution rather than the genuine short range correlation. The
Hartree–Fock relaxation can be alternatively treated by ex-

tending the T̂1 operator in Eq. �7� by excitations to the
complementary space, in practice, replaced by the CABS
space. However, without further approximations, such an ap-
proach would make the CCSD-F12 solution much more ex-
pensive because two-electron repulsion integrals involving
two CABS functions would be involved in each iteration.
Using CABS in evaluation of matrix elements involving R1

is similar to using a T̂1 extended by externally contracted
single excitations over the CABS. Approximately, one can
just correct the total energy by a single step and cheap sec-
ond order contribution from the single excitations over the
CABS.43

B. Energy and the T̂ amplitudes

At this moment, let us consider H̄R� as resolved. Project-
ing Eq. �17� onto the conventional configuration space de-
fines the energy and the working equations to determine the
conventional amplitudes, which in CCSD-F12 read

�37�

�38�

�39�

Formally, the first terms on the right hand side are always
fully compatible with the conventional CC theory. Under-
braced terms contribute within SA and all the other terms
remain if CABS approach is adopted.

The amplitudes of R̂ �Eq. �9�� need not necessarily be
varied in the F12 case. These can be explicitly fixed, e.g., at
the theoretical values to assure the cusp conditions for singlet
and triplet pairs, respectively, as it has been done for
MP2-F12.18,44 In that case only the system of Eqs. �38� and
�39� have to be solved �in CCSD-F12�, and the matrix ele-

ments of H̄R� given by Table I are obtained in a one step
calculation, while “c” matrices are diagonal with fixed val-
ues. Results with such an approach will be published
elsewhere.45 A similar ansatz has been employed in approxi-
mate explicitly correlated CCSD�T� methods.43,46

Alternatively, simple models to correct for the electronic
cusp perturbatively in combination with the CC ansatz can
be considered and have been proposed very recently.47

TABLE I. Explicit formulas for the matrix elements of one-, two- and three-

particle parts of H̄R� projected onto the space of the main computational
spin-orbital basis. See the text for definitions of the contributing matrices.

Element Explicit form

�H̄R� �p
i 1

2V pn
kl ckl

in−V p
kck

i −U mp
ki ck

m+Gmp
kl ck

mcl
i

+ 1
4V amn

kli  p
ackl

mn− 1
2Y an

kl  p
ackl

in

− 1
2Y ano

klmp
a�ckl

incm
o − 1

2ckl
oncm

i �
�H̄R� �p

c −U mp
kc ck

m+ 1
2V amn

klc  p
ackl

mn

�H̄R� �pq
ij 1

2V pq
kl ckl

ij + �U pq
kmck

n+ 1
2Gpq

kl ck
mcl

n�̄ mn
ij

+ 1
2Y ar

kl ckl
ij ̄ pq

ar + 1
2 �V aor

kln −Y aor
kll1cl1

n �ckl
mō pq

ar ̄ mn
ij

+ 1
16V ak2l2b

kk1l1l ckk1

mk2cl1l
l2n̄ pq

ab̄ mn
ij − 1

2Y arn
klmcm

n ckl
ij ̄ pq

ar

�H̄R� �pq
ic 1

2V aor
klc ckl

iō pq
ar −U pq

kcck
i

�H̄R� �pqr
ijk 1

8 �V atu
m1n1o−Y atu

m1n1lcl
o�cm1n1

mn ̄ mno
ijk ̄ pqr

atu

+ 1
16V atlc

m1n1m2n2cm2n2

lo cm1n1

mn ̄ mno
ijk ̄ pqr

atc

�H̄R� �pqr
ijc 1

4V atu
mnccmn

ij ̄ pqr
atu
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C. Correction due to triple excitations

Being by orders of magnitude cheaper than full CC with
singles, doubles, and triples,48,49 the quasiperturbative a pos-
teriori corrections for triple excitations became very popular
due to their high reliability and accuracy proved in numerous
applications. Namely, the well-known CCSD�T�,37 which
evolved from the former

CCSD�T� = CCSD + T�CCSD� �40�

approximation,38 has found the broadest use. Nevertheless,
these approximations naturally fail for stretched geometries
when the systems become quasidegenerate. In that case, al-
ternative corrections should be superior, e.g., the asymmetric

formula using the components of the left eigenvector of H̄T

as pioneered by Stanton and Crawford,50 corrections based

on the perturbation expansion of H̄T,51 or those derived from
the connected moments known as renormalized
corrections.52–54 Here, we shortly comment on CCSD�T�-
F12. For a general non-Hartree–Fock reference, the correc-
tion due to triples reads55

ET = ���T̂3
†Ĥ1T̂3��� + ���T̂1

†Ĥ2T̂3��� + ���T2
†Ĥ1T̂3��� .

�41�

While T̂1 and T̂2 are taken from the CCSD solution, ampli-

tudes of approximate T̂3 are determined from

���ã abc
ijk �Ĥ1T̂3 + Ĥ2T̂2���� = 0. �42�

The argumentation behind says that T2 is of the first order in
the sense of generalized perturbation theory,39,56 whereas the

other product terms that would contribute to T̂3 are of higher
order. In fact, within the SA, there is no nonzero three-

particle part of ĤR� projected onto the main basis and there is

no direct contribution from the first order R̂ to T̂3.20 Never-
theless, the correction itself is influenced via coupling terms
in Eqs. �38� and �39�. The situation is different from the

CABS approach, when the three-particle part of H̄R� that con-
tains the elements of Eq. �24� is of second order �first order

in the amplitudes of R̂�. Consequently, in CCSD�T�-F12, Eq.
�42� should be modified to

���ãabc
ijk �Ĥ1T̂3 + Ĥ2T̂2 + Ĥ2R̂2���� = 0. �43�

If the Fock matrix is diagonal at least separately in the
occupied-occupied and virtual-virtual blocks, which can be
generally accomplished by using semicanonical orbitals,57

explicit form of Eq. �43� reads

tabc
ijk �f i

i + f j
j + f k

k − f a
a − f b

b − f c
c�

= �ḡde
gmtfg

no − ḡ ld
mntef

ol + 1
2V def

m1n1ocm1n1

mn � mno
ijk  abc

def . �44�

D. R amplitudes

To simplify the notation for matrix elements in this sec-
tion, we shall use a shorthand form for elements of Hermit-
ian conjugate matrices as

O
+

pq. . .
rs. . . 
 �Ō†�pq. . .

rs. . . . �45�

As compared to Eqs. �37�–�39�, many more amplitudeless
intermediates can be identified if the Eq. �17� is projected
onto ����R†�i

k and ����R†�ij
kl. However, most of these inter-

mediate matrix elements have partial wave expansions that
break off after a finite l value and can be simply computed
by replacing � ,� , . . . by CABS. These particular elements
are collected in Table II. In addition, in this table, we have
also included the four-particle Z whose partial wave expan-
sion does not break off after a finite number of terms, but the
partial wave increments decrease very rapidly, at least as �l
+ 1

2
�−12 �see Appendix G of Ref. 20�. In Table III, we list the

remaining amplitudeless intermediates together with their
explicit forms within the CABS approach. These can be
evaluated by using derivations similar to those in Ref. 22,
whose further background can be found in Refs. 21 and 26.

To obtain the formulas for SA, one simply has to disre-
gard summations over CABS and replace p� by p in the latter
table. In fact, only X, B, two-particle P, and Z survive
within the SA. Explicit computational formulas for all of
these elements for the genuine R12 approach within SA ap-
proximation “B” have been given in the original work on
CC-R12.20 Unlike in former works, in Ref. 22, we adopted a
derivation when the SA restrictions were applied a posteriori
after an exact evaluation, while the exact one-particle RI has
been replaced by a full projector onto the computational one-
particle basis. This has been denoted as approximation C.
The main advantage follows from the fact that no integrals
over the commutator of the kinetic operator and the inter-

TABLE II. Amplitudeless intermediates that can be identified in

����R†�i
kH̄R� ��� and ����R†�ij

klH̄R� ��� and that can be directly evaluated by
using CABS instead of the complete complementary basis.

Element Explicit form

� k
i Fk

�F�
i

Bk
i

Fk
�f�

�F̄�
i

Zkq
ip Fk

�ḡ�q
�pF�

i

Dkl
ij Fk

�ḡ�l
��F�

i F�
j

Qkl
ij

Fk
��f l

�F̄��
ij + f l

cF̄�c
ij �

Dlmn
ijk

Fl
��ḡmn

��F̄��
ij + ḡmn

b� F̄�b
ij �F�

k

Ekqr
ijp

Fk
��ḡqr

�pF̄��
ij + ḡqr

bpF̄�b
ij �

X kl
ib

F̄kl
�bF�

i

X kla
ijb

F̄kl
�bF̄�a

ij

W kl
ij

F̄kl
��F�

i F�
j

J klm
ijp

F̄kl
��ḡ�m

�p F�
i F�

j + F̄kl
a�ḡam

�pF�
i F�

j

I lmn
ijk

F̄mn
��ḡl�

�F�
i F

j F�
k + F̄mn

�b ḡlb
�F�

i F
j F�

k

Zkmnl
i1j1i2j2 F̄kl

��ḡmn
�F̄��

i1j1F̄�
i2j2 + F̄kl

a�ḡmn
�F̄a�

i1j1F̄�
i2j2

+F̄kl
a�ḡmn

�dF̄a�
i1j1F̄d�

i2j2 + F̄kl
�cḡmn

�F̄��
i1j1F̄c

i2j2

+F̄kl
�cḡmn

b F̄�b
i1j1F̄c

i2j2

Kklm
aip

F̄kl
a�ḡ�m

�p F�
i

Mklm
aij

F̄kl
a�ḡ�m

�� F�
i F�

j

Mkmnl
aj1i2j2 F̄kl

a�ḡmn
�F�

j1F̄�
i2j2 + F̄kl

a�ḡmn
�dF�

j1F̄d�
i2j2

Kkmnl
ijab

F̄kl
�bḡmn

�aF̄��
ij + F̄kl

�bḡmn
ca F̄�c

ij

J kmnl
i1j1i2j2 F̄kl

��ḡmn
�F�

i1F�
j1F̄�

i2j2 + F̄kl
�cḡmn

�F�
i1F�

j1F̄c
i2j2

+F̄kl
��ḡmn

�dF�
i1F�

j1F̄d�
i2j2
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electronic distance appeared in the final expression. With re-
spect to B though, the matrix elements of X and P remained
unchanged, whereas B and Z are different. In B,

�̂ = 1
2�F12,�− 1

2�1
2 − 1

2�2
2,F12��

= 1
2 ��1F12�2 + 1

2 ��2F12�2, �46�

which for the two different correlation factors considered in
this work means

�̂�r12� = 1, �47�

�̂�exp�− �r12�� = �2 exp�− 2�r12� . �48�

Consequently, with the STG correlation factor in CC-F12,
one needs integrals over exp�−�r12�, exp�−2�r12�,
exp�−�r12� /r12, and exp�−2�r12� /r12, whose implementation
has been previously reported13,18 and need not be repeated
here.

To facilitate the equations wherever appropriate, we
shall introduce “tilded” notation for elements of Tables II and
III as soon as they are associated with the amplitudes, i.e.,
when we replace

F̄��
ij → 1

2 F̄��
mncmn

ij and F�
i → − F�

mcm
i . �49�

This means that, e.g.,

X̃ kl
ij = 1

2X kl
mncmn

ij , P̃ lmn
ijk = − 1

2P lmn
i1j1k1ci1j1

ij ck1

k , . . . ,

and so on �but not for Hermitian conjugates�. We shall also
use

�H̄N�k
i = �H̄T�k

i + �H̄R� �k
i − Ukl

macm
i ta

l − Ulk
macm

l ta
i ,

�H̄N�kl
ij = �H̄T�kl

ij + �H̄R� �kl
ij − Ukl

oaco
mta

n̄mn
ij .

For the given T̂, we can express the equations determining

the amplitudes of R̂,

0 = − Bk
l cl

i + �V+ k
p + U

+
km
pc tc

m − Z̃km
pm + 1

2 Ẽkmn
mnpkp

i + D̃kl
il + Z̃km

ci tc
m − X̃ k

n�H̄N�n
i + Q̃kl

il + L̃kl
il + D̃klm

ilm + Ẽklm
ilc tc

m, �50�

�51�

TABLE III. Amplitudeless intermediates that can be identified in ����R†�i
kH̄R� ��� and ����R†�ij

klH̄R� ��� and are
not included in Table II. For definition of � see the text. K and h are the exchange and the Hartree parts of the
Fock matrix, respectively.

Element Exact form Within CABS approach

Lkp
ij

Fk
�� 1

2 ḡ�p
��F̄��

ij + ḡ�p
�cF̄�c

ij � Fk
p�V p�p

ij

X kl
ij 1

2 F̄kl
��F̄��

ij + F̄kl
�bF̄�b

ij �F12
2 �kl

ij − F̄kl
mq�F̄mq�

ij − 1
2 F̄kl

pqF̄pq
ij

Bkl
ij

F̄kl
��f�

�F̄��
ij + F̄kl

�bf�
�F̄�b

ij + F̄kl
�bfb

cF̄�c
ij

�kl
ij + 1

2 ��F̄2�p�l
ij hk

p�+ �F̄2�kp�
ij hl

p�+H.c.�− F̄kl
p�q�Kp�

r� F̄r�q�
ij

+F̄kl
��f�

c F̄c�
ij + F̄kl

��f�
�F̄��

ij −F̄kl
p�bKp�

r� F̄r�b
ij − F̄kl

aq�Ka
bF̄bq�

ij − �F̄kl
p�q�Kp�

a F̄aq�
ij +H.c.�

−�F̄kl
p�qhp�

r F̄rq
ij +H.c.�− �F̄kl

p�q�hp�
n F̄nq�

ij +H.c.�− F̄kl
pqhp

r F̄rq
ij

−�F̄kl
aq�ha

nF̄nq�
ij +H.c.�− F̄kl

mq�hm
n F̄nq�

ij − F̄kl
p�mhp�

r� F̄r�m
ij

P kl
ij 1

4 F̄kl
��ḡ��

� F̄�
ij + 1

2 F̄kl
�bḡ�b

�F̄�
ij

�F12
2 /r12�kl

ij − 1
2 ��F12 /r12�kl

pqF̄pq
ij +H.c.�+

1

4
F̄ij

pqḡpq
rs F̄rs

kl

+ 1
2 F̄kl

��ḡ��
c F̄c

ij + F̄kl
�bḡ�b

c F̄c
ij −�F̄kl

p�mV p�m
ij +H.c.�− F̄kl

p�mḡp�m
r�n F̄r�n

ij

P lnm
ijk

F̄mn
��� 1

2 ḡl�
�F̄�

ij + ḡl�
cF̄c

ij �F�
k F̄mn

p�q�V lq�
ij Fp�

k + F̄mn
p�bV lb

ij Fp�
k

+F̄mn
�b� 1

2 ḡlb
�F̄�

ij + ḡlb
cF̄c

ij �F�
k +F̄mn

p�q��f l
r�F̄r�q�

ij + f l
cF̄cq�

ij �Fp�
k + F̄mn

p�bf l
r�F̄r�b

ij Fp�
k

+F̄mn
���f l

�F̄��
ij + f l

cF̄c�
ij �F�

k + F̄mn
�b f l

�F̄�b
ij F�

k

P lnm
ija

F̄mn
a�� 1

2 ḡl�
�F̄�

ij + ḡl�
cF̄c

ij + f l
�F̄��

ij + f l
cF̄c�

ij � F̄mn
aq��V lq�

ij + f l
r�F̄r�q�

ij + f l
cF̄cq�

ij �
I kl

ij 1
2 F̄kl

��ḡ��
� F�

i F
j + F̄kl

�bḡ�b
�F�

i F
j

V
�

kl
p�q�Fp�

i Fq�
j

Zklm
ijp

F̄kl
��ḡ�m

�p F̄��
ij + F̄kl

a�ḡam
�pF̄��

ij + F̄kl
a�ḡam

bp F̄b�
ij 1

2 ��F̄2�p�l
ij gkm

p�p+ �F̄2�kp�
ij glm

p�p+H.c.�− F̄kl
p�q�gp�m

pr� F̄r�q�
ij

+F̄kl
��g�m

bp F̄b�
ij + F̄kl

�cḡ�m
�p F̄�c

ij −F̄kl
p�bgp�m

pr� F̄r�b
ij − F̄kl

aq�gam
pb F̄bq�

ij − �F̄kl
p�q�gp�m

pa F̄aq�
ij +H.c.�

−�F̄kl
p�qgp�m

pr F̄rq
ij +H.c.�− �F̄kl

p�q�gp�m
pn Fnq�

ij +H.c.�− F̄kl
qsgsm

rp F̄qr
ij

Llmn
ijk �F̄lm

��ḡ�n
�F̄��

ij + F̄lm
a�ḡan

�F̄��
ij + F̄lm

a�ḡan
bF̄b�

ij � Zlmn
ijp�Fp�

k

�+ F̄lm
��ḡ�n

bF̄b�
ij + F̄lm

�cḡ�n
�F̄�c

ij �F
k
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Again, the part that contributes within SA is under-
braced. Let us note that with the big basis sets used in SA,

the contributions from Z̃ and T̂1 couplings are very small and
can be neglected for most applications.24 This means that
instead of having an �nocc

5 N2 scaling for constructing the Z,
one only needs �nocc

6 N steps. For the purpose of the present
work, such approximation was appropriate, and we have
used it.

We note that explicit equations given in this section are
not optimized for the practical implementation in which the
many particle terms would be most probably factorized in
terms of the auxiliary basis. Also, one has to keep in mind
that in most of the terms, the summation over CABS can be
effectively restricted to summations over the Hartree–Fock
limit complement to the computational basis. Finally, the di-
mensions of matrices and the complexity are drastically re-
duced in the diagonal approximation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

These pilot CCSD�T�-F12 calculations have been carried
out for a test set of eight molecules including CH2�1A1�,
CH4, NH3, H2O, HF, CO, N2, and F2 as well as for the
constituting atoms. The molecular calculations were carried
out by using the geometries optimized at the CCSD�T�/cc-
pCVQZ level.58

We employed a hierarchy of R12 suited basis sets
that for a nonhydrogen atom include subsets of
19s14p8d6f4g3h,59 from which the whole subsets of the
highest angular momentum functions are skipped step by
step down to 19s14p8d6f . Similarly, for hydrogen, we have
used a series that originates from 9s6p4d3f going down to
9s6p.60

These fairly extended sets fulfill the SA requirements to
a great degree. For hydrogen, the 9s set is identical to an
uncontracted s set from aug-cc-pV5Z,61 while for nonhydro-
gen atoms, their sp sets are derived from the Hartree–Fock
limit sets of Partridge.62

An extensive study on the optimal STG exponent at
MP2-F12 and CCSD�F12� levels of theory has been given in
Refs. 14 and 17 for the basis set hierarchy of aug-cc-pVXZ.

As pointed out by the authors, the optimum � is related to the
size of the average Coulomb hole and depends on the effec-
tive nuclear charge experienced by the valence electrons.14 It
is also mentioned that the optimal � is more dependent on
the chosen basis set than on the method. Nevertheless, their
results also indicate that the � dependence is much less pro-
nounced if they used ansatz 1, which is not the method of
choice with smaller basis sets. On the other hand, this ansatz
is essentially compatible with the use of standard approxima-
tion and becomes equivalent with our approach in SA and for
basis sets that fulfill the SA requirements. Indeed, with our
basis sets and applied SA, the energy versus � dependence
was very flat; hence, in the next subsections, we report re-
sults that correspond to a fixed value of �=1.0, which is a
compromise exponent resulting from MP2-F12. The inaccu-
racies introduced due to this setting are fairly small, and the
atomization energies �Sec. III B� are only affected at the
level of a tiny fraction of a kJ/mol.

Although the differences in energy with the changes in �
are very small along a fairly wide range, our incomplete
preliminary results indicate that CCSD-F12 optimal expo-
nents can be sometimes quite different from those of MP2-
F12, at least if SA and our basis set hierarchy were used.
With CCSD�F12�,17,46 by using aug-cc-pVXZ hierarchy and
using auxiliary basis set for the RI, these differences were
much less pronounced. More investigation related to this is-
sue is necessary.

A. Absolute energies of atoms and molecules

The SA requirements are more clearly defined and also
more easily fulfilled for atoms than for molecules. Hence, it
is appropriate to discuss the trends separately. In Table IV,
we compare �i� the performance of the STG correlation fac-
tor versus r12 and �ii� the formerly introduced approximation
B with our more recent suggestion denoted as C.

The overall picture is the same both for valence correla-
tion and if the core orbitals are included. With the largest
basis sets, both correlation factors provided almost identical
results. Comparison of ��f −h� columns suggests somewhat
faster convergence toward the basis set limit if the original

TABLE IV. Comparison of CCSD�T�-F12 approaches using different correlation factors and/or approximations in the matrix elements evaluations. Energies
for atoms that are contained in the set of the investigated molecules. 19s14p8d6f4g3h basis set and its subsets are used �see the text�. Highest angular
momentum included in the subset is denoted in the pertinent columns. Total energies are in Eh, differences ��� in mEh.

exp�−r12� /C r12 /C r12 /��C−B�

h ��f −h� ��g−h� h ��f −h� ��g−h� f g h

All electrons correlated
C −37.844 334 0.220 0.041 −37.844 331 0.240 0.050 −0.041 −0.004 0.003
N −54.588 631 0.341 0.065 −54.588 628 0.370 0.076 −0.106 −0.024 −0.009
O −75.066 678 0.646 0.098 −75.066 673 0.561 0.115 −0.663 −0.157 −0.091
F −99.733 454 0.864 0.129 −99.733 443 0.414 0.140 −1.422 −0.237 −0.107

Valence electrons correlated
C −37.789 314 0.211 0.041 −37.789 313 0.226 0.049 −0.088 −0.053 −0.046
N −54.529 880 0.324 0.064 −54.529 879 0.347 0.075 −0.148 −0.069 −0.055
O −75.004 582 0.630 0.098 −75.004 580 0.534 0.114 −0.711 −0.211 −0.144
F −99.668 081 0.850 0.128 −99.668 074 0.391 0.139 −1.467 −0.290 −0.160
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r12 correlation factor was used. On the other hand, results
with STG factor are clearly more regular, e.g., with respect
to increasing number of electrons. This comparison indicates
that r12 values with smaller basis sets might be �and most
probably are� overestimated. Comparison between approxi-
mations B and C, on the other hand, suggests that the values
with approximation B were underestimated. Although, as ex-
pected, the two values converge to each other with the in-
creasing basis set.

Table V collects the same data for molecules. Here, the
differences between the performance of the correlation fac-
tors are much more pronounced, although the values with the
largest basis sets are almost identical. With STG, the trends
are physical and the convergence toward the basis set limit is
fairly clear. This is not so with r12 correlation factor, when
with the smallest basis sets, some of the CCSD�T�-R12/C
values were evidently overestimated or even below the most

accurate h / f ones �CO, N2, F2�. Having this in mind, the
seemingly better �closer to the limit� g /d results with r12 /C
than with STG may still be little overestimated due to an
unphysical reason. On the contrary, the trends with STG
seem to be more reliable in this sense.

Certainly, it is much more difficult to fulfill the SA as-
sumption for molecules than for atoms. This is one of the
factors that has a major impact in the differences between
approximations B and C. With SA and r12 factor, these dif-
ferences are significant at the MP2-R12 level22 as well. On
the other hand, using the two approximations B and C in
MP2-F12 with an STG factor �fitted through Gaussian gemi-
nals� and auxiliary basis set in matrix element evaluation
provided almost identical results.31 However, this result
might be preferably attributed to abandoning the SA, rather
than the use of STG.

FIG. 1. �Color online� Errors of the CCSD�T�-F12/C atomization energies for the two investigated correlation factors, exp�−r12� �solid lines� and r12 �dashed
lines�. Values are with respect to the experimental ones. Basis sets as in Table V.

TABLE V. Comparison of CCSD�T�-F12 molecular energies using different correlation factors and/or approximations in the matrix elements evaluations.
19s14p8d6f4g3h /9s6p4d3f basis sets for nonhydrogen/hydrogen and their subsets are used �see the text�. Highest angular momenta included in the subset are
denoted in the pertinent columns. Total energies are in Eh and differences ��� in mEh.

exp�−r12� /C r12 /C r12 /��C−B�

h / f ��f /d−h / f� ��g /d−h / f� h / f ��f /d−h / f� ��g /d−h / f� f /d g /d h / f

All electrons correlated
CH2�1A1� −39.132 840 0.365 0.105 −39.132 831 0.226 0.097 −0.491 −0.181 −0.057
CH4 −40.514 091 0.408 0.131 −40.514 071 0.135 0.098 −0.844 −0.328 −0.118
NH3 −56.563 336 0.562 0.147 −56.563 321 0.215 0.098 −1.054 −0.396 −0.154
H2O −76.437 890 0.684 0.155 −76.437 901 0.093 0.132 −1.635 −0.460 −0.211
HF −100.459 222 0.844 0.156 −100.459 222 −0.065 0.133 −2.139 −0.407 −0.175
CO −113.324 680 0.589 0.128 −113.324 756 −0.602 0.025 −2.624 −0.648 −0.207
N2 −109.540 638 0.489 0.212 −109.540 656 −0.656 0.010 −2.360 −0.639 −0.174
F2 −199.528 015 1.276 0.268 −199.528 068 −1.023 0.128 −4.298 −0.799 −0.310

Valence electrons correlated
CH2�1A1� −39.077 163 0.361 0.106 −39.077 168 0.211 0.090 −0.534 −0.230 −0.103
CH4 −40.457 042 0.404 0.131 −40.457 044 0.126 0.087 −0.875 −0.373 −0.158
NH3 −56.503 476 0.552 0.147 −56.503 475 0.190 0.087 −1.090 −0.437 −0.190
H2O −76.375 146 0.672 0.155 −76.375 165 0.066 0.120 −1.677 −0.510 −0.255
HF −100.393 542 0.828 0.154 −100.393 545 −0.070 0.128 −2.161 −0.456 −0.222
CO −113.205 956 0.628 0.134 −113.206 030 −0.588 0.022 −2.683 −0.731 −0.294
N2 −109.421 702 0.527 0.160 −109.421 737 −0.674 0.023 −2.447 −0.709 −0.269
F2 −199.397 394 1.285 0.261 −199.397 462 −0.971 0.166 −4.458 −0.874 −0.416
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B. Atomization energies

Calculation of atomization energies can be considered a
much harder test case for new methods than that of reaction
energies. It is not the purpose of the present work to address
all the aspects related to the accurate calculation of atomiza-
tion energies. Related to R12 based explicitly correlated ap-
proaches, these aspects are mentioned in our former
works.63,64 Here we can restrict ourselves to a short comment
regarding Fig. 1. In this figure, the errors of the atomization
energies are depicted with respect to experimental values es-
timated in Ref. 65. Although, in this context, comparison
with experiment might not be the best choice, it is also dif-
ficult to define reliable CCSD�T� basis set limits.

This figure clearly confirms the superiority of STG with
spdf /spd basis that provides results very close to the limit-
ing atomization energies obtained by using larger sets. For
r12 with the aforementioned set, some of the atomization
energies are impacted by the overestimation of �mainly� the
molecular energies. With g /d and h / f basis sets, the r12 and
STG results are practically equivalent. This figure also con-
firms that even if the exponent of the STG is not optimized,
the accuracy of the atomization energy is much less influ-
enced due to a certain compensation of errors on atoms and
the molecule.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

To introduce an R12 ansatz based explicitly correlated
coupled cluster theory for an arbitrary correlation factor, in
general, all the basic assumptions of the standard approxima-
tion have to be abandoned. We have illustrated the complex-
ity of such an approach in the context of the recapitulation of
the CCSD-F12 theory that we have implemented for the first
time by using Slater-type geminal correlation factor. We have
derived the basic working equations, although further factor-
ization of the matrix elements is possible and desired in fur-
ther developments.

Current implementation still used the standard approxi-
mation. In matrix element evaluations, we have followed the
variant C.22 Two types of two-electron integrals are needed
beside the usual coulomb repulsion, namely, integrals over
exp�−�r12� and exp�−�r12� /r12, where � is either � or 2�.

Our sample calculations including eight small molecules
and their atomization energies confirmed the superiority of
the STG factor over the r12 if smaller basis sets are used.
With the most extended sets in this study, the two factors
provide almost identical results. However, with smaller sets,
the CCSD-R12/C energies tend to be overestimated and STG
provides more stable and more reliable values.
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